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IMPORTANCE Data are limited on the prognostic value of human papillomavirus (HPV) status for head and neck carcinoma subsites.

OBJECTIVE To determine whether HPV positivity at each head and neck subsite is associated with improved overall survival.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS This retrospective population-based cohort study used the National Cancer Database to identify patients diagnosed with head and neck squamous cell carcinomas from January 1, 2010, to December 31, 2014. Patients were classified according to the location of their primary malignancy into 1 of the 6 main subsites of the upper aerodigestive tract: oral cavity, oropharynx, nasopharynx, hypopharynx, larynx, and sinonasal tract. Patients were also classified by their HPV status. Data collection for this study took place from January 1, 2010, to December 31, 2014. Data analysis was conducted from August 1, 2017, to September 30, 2017.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES The difference in 5-year overall survival between patients with HPV-positive status and those with HPV-negative status in various head and neck carcinoma subsites; the role of HPV status in an unadjusted Cox multivariate regression model.

RESULTS Of the 175,223 total number of patients identified (129,634 [74.0%] male; 45,589 [26.0%] female; mean [SD] age, 63.1 [11.9] years), 133,273 (76.1%) were ineligible and 41,950 (23.9%) were included in the sample. This sample included 16,644 patients (39.7%) with HPV-positive tumors and 25,306 (60.3%) with HPV-negative tumors. Patients with an HPV-positive status were more likely to be younger, be white, be male, present with local T category tumors, and have poor differentiation on histologic examination. HPV-positive status was associated with survival at 4 tumor subsites: oral cavity (hazard ratio [HR], 0.76; 95% CI, 0.66-0.87), oropharynx (HR, 0.44; 95% CI, 0.41-0.47), hypopharynx (HR, 0.59; 95% CI, 0.45-0.77), and larynx (HR, 0.71; 95% CI, 0.59-0.85). The HPV status was the greatest factor in survival outcome between the HPV-positive and -negative cohorts at the oropharynx subsite (77.6% vs 50.7%; survival difference, 26.9%; 95% CI, 25.6%-28.2%) and hypopharynx subsites (52.2% vs 28.8%; survival difference, 23.4%; 95% CI, 17.5%-29.3%). For the nasopharynx (HR, 1.03; 95% CI, 0.75-1.42) and sinonasal tract (HR, 0.63; 95% CI, 0.39-1.01) subsites, HPV-positive status was not an independent prognostic factor.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE Human papillomavirus positivity was associated with improved survival in 4 subsites (oropharynx, hypopharynx, oral cavity, and larynx), and the largest survival difference was noted in the oropharynx and hypopharynx subsites. In the nasopharynx and sinonasal tract subsites, HPV positivity had no association with overall survival. Given these results, routine testing for HPV at the oropharynx, hypopharynx, oral cavity, and larynx subsites may be warranted.
Head and neck cancers are the sixth most common solid cancer worldwide, with more than 60,000 new cases per year. Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection is now accepted to be a previously unrecognized cause of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). In the case of oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC), there has been as much as a 225% increase in HPV-positive cancers between 1988 and 2004, and up to 70% of new cases are caused by HPV. In general, patients with HPV-positive OPSCC use less tobacco and alcohol and are more likely to be younger than their counterparts who are negative for HPV. HPV-positive status is associated with a significant beneficial impact on prognosis, with 1 study reporting a 25% increase in survival at 3 years. HPV-positive OPSCC responds more positively to radiotherapy, which may be associated with defects in double-strand break repair. This improvement has led to calls for deintensified treatments, which are currently being investigated. However, investigations into non-OPSCC subsites, such as the hypopharynx, nasopharynx, oral cavity, larynx, and sinonasal cavity, are relatively scarce.

The literature on HPV in non-OPSCC subsites is controversial. Studies revealed that HPV is present in these subsites, albeit estimated to be 5 times less prevalent in non-OPSCC than OPSCC. A 2016 study that compared the gene expression and DNA methylation profiles of HPV in non-OPSCC subsites with those in OPSCC subsites found them to be identical, leading to the conclusion that HPV can drive carcinogenesis in non-OPSCC. The same study concluded that HPV-driven non-OPSCC has a distinct tumor microenvironment compared with HPV-driven OPSCC. Few studies have looked at the role of HPV at each individual non-OPSCC subsite. Tumors of some subsites, particularly nasopharyngeal tumors, are rare; thus, accurately characterizing the prognostic role of HPV has been difficult.

The purpose of this study was to identify the prognostic role of HPV in all HNSCC subsites. Its results will elucidate HPV’s value and importance as a prognostic tool at other subsites, which may help inform treatment decisions and reduce the future burden of HNSCC.

**Methods**

**Data**

Data on a large sample of patients diagnosed with HNSCC were extracted from the National Cancer Database (NCDB). The NCDB is a joint project of the Commission on Cancer and the American Cancer Society that represents more than 70% of cancers in the United States. Cases in the NCDB are recorded by more than 1500 accredited hospitals in the United States and Puerto Rico. This study was exempt from review by the Yale University Human Research Protection Program because it used a pre-existing, deidentified public database. Patient informed consent was not necessary. Data collection for this study took place from January 1, 2010, to December 31, 2014. Data analysis was conducted from August 1, 2017, to September 30, 2017.

**Patient Population**

Our study population comprised 41,950 patients in the NCDB whose primary malignancy was diagnosed as HNSCC between January 1, 2010, and December 31, 2014. We identified patients using the *International Classification of Diseases for Oncology, Third Edition*, histology codes for squamous cell carcinoma (M8070-8073), and we classified patients according to the following topography codes for the 6 main subsites of the upper aerodigestive tract: oropharynx (C09.0-09.1, C09.8-09.9 [tonsill], C10.0, C10.2-10.4 [other oropharynx], and C-01.9 [base of tongue]), oral cavity (C00.0-00.9 [lip], C02.0-02.4, C02.8-02.9 [other/unspecified parts of the tongue], C03.0-03.1, C03.9 [gum], C04.0-04.1, C04.8-04.9 [floor of mouth], C05.0-05.1, C05.8-05.9 [palate], C06.0-06.2, and C06.8-06.9 [other/unspecified parts of the mouth]), nasopharynx (C11.0-11.3, C11.8, and C11.9 [nasopharynx]), hypopharynx (C12.9 [pyriform sinus], C13.0-13.2, C13.8, and C13.9 [hypopharynx]), and larynx (C32.0-32.3, C32.8, and C32.9 [larynx]).

We categorized HPV status as negative, positive for low-risk HPV types, positive for high-risk HPV types (HPV-16 and/or HPV-18), or unknown. Patients were classified as HPV-positive if they tested positive for high-risk HPV types or as HPV-negative if they received a negative HPV test result. Patients were excluded if they had low-risk HPV types or unknown HPV status.

We examined patient demographic and tumor data, including age at diagnosis, race/ethnicity, Charlson/Deyo comorbidity score (score range: 0-2, with the highest score indicating a patient with 2 or more comorbidities), primary tumor site, TNM classification by the American Joint Commission on Cancer and the International Union Against Cancer, tumor grade, primary treatment type, insurance status, median in-income quartiles, treatment facility type and location, and rural or urban classification of primary county of residence. Patients were excluded if they were younger than 18 years, their TNM classification was unknown, or their primary treatment type was unknown. Primary treatment types were as follows: no treatment; radiation only; chemotherapy only; surgery only; radiation and chemotherapy; surgery and radiation; and surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy.

**Statistical Analysis**

Data analyses were performed using SPSS, version 19.0 (IBM Corp.). To compare the distribution of characteristics between patients with HPV-positive status and those with HPV-negative status, we used the chi-square test to compare the distribution of characteristics between patients with HPV-positive status and those with HPV-negative status.
negative status, we used 2-sample t tests and χ² tests. The comparison of mean age at diagnosis was analyzed using a 2-sample t test. The proportional distribution of race/ethnicity, primary tumor site, T and N classification, lymph node metastasis, primary treatment type, insurance status, median income quartiles, treatment facility type and location, and rural or urban classification of patient’s primary county of residence was determined using χ² tests. Survival analysis was performed using the Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. An unadjusted Cox proportional hazards regression model was used for multivariable survival analysis. Age, sex, race/ethnicity, TNM classification, Charleson/Deyo score, HPV status, primary treatment type, insurance status, and median income were entered a priori into the model. A 2-sided P < .05 was considered to be statistically significant. Effect-size measures and 95% CIs around the effect-size measures were included to provide estimates of the precision of observed effect size and whether the data were compatible with clinically meaningful differences.

Association of HPV Status With Survival

To determine the association of HPV status with survival among patients with HNSCC, we performed 3 analyses: (1) 5-year unadjusted survival rate, (2) KM survival curve, and (3) unadjusted Cox proportional hazards regression. Subsites in which HPV positivity was found to be associated with improved outcome in the Cox model were further classified as having strong or moderate association on the basis of the difference in 5-year unadjusted survival rates between the HPV-positive and HPV-negative cohorts. A difference greater than 20% survival was classified as strong, and a difference less than 20% was classified as moderate. Subsites in which HPV positivity was found to have no association with improved outcome in the Cox model were classified as having no association.

Results

We identified a total of 175,223 patients (129,634 [74.0%] male; 45,589 [26.0%] female; mean [SD] age, 63.1 [11.9] years) diagnosed with HNSCC between January 1, 2010, and December 31, 2014 (Figure 1). Of this total, 133,273 patients (76.1%) were ineligible and 41,950 (23.9%) were included in the sample. This sample included 16,644 patients (39.7%) with HPV-positive tumors and 25,306 (60.3%) with HPV-negative tumors. Baseline patient, hospital, clinical, and treatment characteristics by each subsite are shown in eTables 1-6 in the Supplement. In general, patients in the HPV-positive cohort were more likely than their HPV-negative counterparts to be white, be younger, be male, present with local T category tumors, and have poor differentiation on histologic examination.

Survival Outcomes Analyses

The 5-year unadjusted survival rates and KM survival curves for each subsite are shown in the Table and Figure 2, respectively. Large survival differences (Δ) between the HPV-positive and the HPV-negative cohorts were noted in the oropharynx subsite (77.6% vs 50.7%; Δ, 26.9%; 95% CI, 25.6%-28.2%) and hypopharynx subsite (52.2% vs 28.8%; Δ, 23.4%; 95% CI, 17.5%-29.3%). Smaller survival differences between the HPV-positive and HPV-negative cohorts were found in the oral cavity subsite (59.4% vs 53.1%; Δ, 6.3%; 95% CI, 3.3%-9.3%), larynx subsite (57.2% vs 48.7%; Δ, 8.5%; 95% CI, 5.1%-11.9%), and sinonasal tract subsite (63.1% vs 45.1%; Δ, 18.0%; 95% CI, 8.7%-27.3%). No statistically significant survival difference was noted in the nasopharynx 5-year unadjusted survival rates (52.5% vs 58.7%; Δ, −6.2%; 95% CI, −12.8% to 0.4%). On multivariate analysis, after accounting for age, sex, race/ethnicity, Charleson/Deyo score, insurance status, median income, T and N classification, and primary treatment type, we observed that HPV-positive status remained an independent prognostic factor for the oral cavity (hazard ratio [HR], 0.76; 95% CI, 0.66-0.87), oropharynx (HR, 0.44; 95% CI, 0.41-0.47), hypopharynx (HR, 0.59; 95% CI, 0.45-0.77), and larynx (HR, 0.71; 95% CI, 0.59-0.85) subsites. For the nasopharynx (HR, 1.03; 95% CI, 0.75-1.42) and sinonasal tract (HR, 0.63; 95% CI, 0.39-1.01) subsites, HPV-positive status was not an independent prognostic factor.

Other factors associated with survival at each subsite are shown in eTables 7-12 in the Supplement. Receiving any treatment other than chemotherapy alone was associated with improved survival in 5 of the 6 subsites. The HRs ranged between 0.07 and 0.7, and the 95% CIs did not include unity (1.0) when comparing treatment groups with the baseline no treatment. Receiving chemotherapy alone did not affect survival in 5 of the 6 subsites; the HRs ranged between 0.8 and 1.1, and the 95% CI included unity. Having a score of 2 on the Charlson/Deyo scale was associated with worse survival at all subsites; the HRs ranged between 1.4 and 2.1, and the 95% CIs were larger than unity.
Discussion

To our knowledge, this study was the largest and most comprehensive retrospective study examining the role of HPV and its association with overall survival at all head and neck subsites. We used a combination of survival differences between the HPV-positive and the HPV-negative cohorts and multivariate models to develop 3 categories for measuring this association: strong, moderate, and no association. We found HPV to have a strong association with overall survival in the oropharynx and hypopharynx subsites, moderate association with improved survival in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsite</th>
<th>Survival Rate, %</th>
<th>Survival Difference, % (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oropharynx</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>26.9 (25.6 to 28.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypopharynx</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>23.4 (17.5 to 29.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral cavity</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>6.3 (3.3 to 9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larynx</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>8.5 (5.1 to 11.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinonasal tract</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>18 (8.7 to 27.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasopharynx</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>-6.1 (-12.8 to 0.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: HPV, human papillomavirus.
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oral cavity and larynx subsites, and no association in the nasopharynx and sinonasal tract subsites.

These results suggest that a variance in the magnitude of survival benefit existed between the subsites, providing a foundation for further study. Why HPV plays a bigger prognostic role in the oropharynx and hypopharynx than in the oral cavity and larynx is unknown, although perhaps it is because the anatomy and function of each subsite differ substantially. This theory may partly explain the similarity in the role of HPV between the adjacent oropharynx and hypopharynx. Preclinical studies alluded to differences in the microtumor environment between OPSCC and non-OPSCC, which may explain the contrast seen between the oral cavity and larynx as well as the oropharynx and hypopharynx subsites.

Recent studies have found that mutations in TRAF3 (OMIM 601896) and CYLD (OMIM 605018) occur only in HPV-associated HNSCC and correlate with survival. The absence of viral genome integration is also associated with improved survival and was predicted by mutations in TRAF3 or CYLD. Together, these data suggest that HPV carcinogenesis can occur through HPV integration or through maintenance of the HPV episome and that tumors lacking HPV integration have improved survival. Future studies are required to determine whether laryngeal and oral cavity subsites are more likely to lack mutations in TRAF3 or CYLD and have HPV integration, which could explain why HPV is not associated with as large a survival advantage in these subsites.

The sinonasal tract is unique because it may be at lower risk of exposure to HPV. It is hypothesized that oral HPV infection is transferred by oral sexual contact. However, whether high-risk sexual behavior also affects cancers of the sinonasal tract is not known. A histological analysis of 131 sinonasal carcinomas found high-risk HPV DNA in 21% of tumors. Of interest, although nonkeratinizing squamous cell carcinoma was found to be the most common histological type, the study also reported multiple tumors that were basaloidepapillary adenocarcinomas and some contained features of a salivary gland neoplasm. This study, in combination with our results, suggests that sinonasal carcinomas confer distinct biological and clinical characteristics worthy of further investigation.

The prognostic role of HPV in oropharynx cancers is well established, but a body of conflicting evidence regarding its role in other sites of the head and neck is now emerging. Most studies of the prognostic role of HPV at each non-OPSCC subsite had small sample sizes and varied results. Many trials have reported the strong association of p16 with improved progression survival, overall survival, and relapse-free survival in oral cavity, hypopharynx, and larynx cancers. Some studies have grouped together all the associations by non-OPSCC subtypes, as opposed to delineating the associations by subsite. The results of such studies range from minimal change to a substantial increase in survival.

Our data are supported by a recent study by Ko and colleagues that examined the role of HPV at non-OP subsites (oral cavity, hypopharynx, and larynx). The investigators aggregated the 3 subsites and examined the 2 cohorts on the basis of disease staging (I and II; III and IV). Favorable prognosis was identified in both groups for patients with HPV-positive status. However, the investigators did not specifically examine the role of HPV at each subsite by running a multivariate analysis for each subsite cohort, although KM studies were done by subsite. Our study more thoroughly examined the association of HPV because we isolated patient cohorts by subsite to determine the role of HPV. In this way, we were able to exclude the associations of interactions between the primary location of the tumor and HPV status with overall survival.

Our study and many others have found an association between improved outcomes and HPV-positive non-OPSCC, but 2 studies offer evidence to the contrary. A recent 2-institution pooled analysis found no survival advantage for patients with larynx, oral cavity, and nasopharynx cancers. Another study comparing advanced p16 and non-p16 tumors in the larynx with hypopharynx tumors demonstrated no outcome differences. These conflicting results may be attributable to a difference in patient population (median age, sex distribution, race/ethnicity, and inclusion criteria) between the aforementioned studies and our own. In addition, the utilization of p16 as a surrogate for HPV status is another factor that differed from our study.

The role of HPV in the nasopharynx is still controversial. One study involving 90 patients (9 HPV-positive patients) found survival benefit with HPV-positive tumors but another recent study with 125 patients (13 HPV-positive patients) found no survival benefit with HPV-positive tumors. One case series of 45 cases found that HPV-positive nasopharyngeal tumors may represent primary oropharyngeal tumors with extension to the nasopharynx site. This is one of the largest studies examining the role of HPV in nasopharyngeal cancers. Although we found no survival benefit associated with HPV-positive nasopharyngeal tumor status, because of the retrospective and database-use design of our study, we were unable to determine the level of primary site misclassification. Historically, the role of the Epstein-Barr virus has been well characterized in the pathogenesis of nasopharynx tumors. The role of Epstein-Barr virus and its interaction with HPV were outside the scope of our study and not captured by the NCDB; data suggest, however, that Epstein-Barr virus–associated nasopharyngeal cancers have improved prognosis compared with virus-negative tumors, which could confound the analysis of the HPV-negative status factor.

Limitations

The NCDB has well-documented limitations as a source of data. We were limited by the variables captured by the NCDB, such as known risk factors including alcohol and tobacco use. We were also unable to determine the type of testing used for HPV status (eg, polymerase chain reaction, in situ hybridization for HPV DNA vs p16), as this may vary by each reporting institution and agency. Selection bias may exist in our data because routine HPV testing at non-OPSCC subsites is not the current standard of care. Furthermore, the source of the sample may not necessarily be the primary site. Our retrospective study focused on overall survival and not cancer-specific survival; thus, we were unable to distinguish between deaths due to head and neck cancer and deaths due to other causes. The rate of misclassification was likely low because of the nature of the
registry of the data; however, any misclassification was likely to have been evenly distributed across the cohorts.

Conclusions
We identified a variance in the role of HPV and its association with outcomes in HNSCC. Although HPV-positive status was associated with improved disease survival outcomes for 4 subtypes, it played the greatest prognostic role at the oropharynx and hypopharynx subsites. Human papillomavirus does not appear to affect the prognosis for the nasopharynx and sinonasal tract subsites. Given these results, we recommend routine testing for HPV status in HNSCC at the oropharynx, hypopharynx, oral cavity, and larynx subsites.
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Human Papillomavirus in the Mouth and Throat
More Widespread Than Expected?
William R. Ryan, MD; Karolina Plonowska, BA

In this issue of JAMA Otolaryngology—Head & Neck Surgery, Li et al1 shows that human papillomavirus–positive squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) may be associated with improved overall survival not only in the oropharynx but also possibly in the upper aerodigestive tract subsites—ororal cavity, larynx, and hypopharynx. This finding is persuasive given the large sample size used, which was obtained from the National Cancer Database (NCDB), and the multivariate analysis performed. Previous studies with smaller sample sizes have similarly suggested the favorable prognostic role of HPV in cancer in nonoropharyngeal head and neck sites,2 although other studies have refuted this possibility.3

The authors assessed the differences in survival outcomes by the presence or absence of HPV in a sample of 41,950 patients with head and neck SCC, various proportions of whom had HPV-positive tumors of the oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx, larynx, nasopharynx, and sinonasal tract. Greater differences in 5-year overall survival were found between patients with HPV-positive and those with HPV-negative cancers of the oropharynx (survival difference, 26.9%) and hypopharynx (survival difference, 23.4%). There were smaller differences in overall survival between patients with HPV-positive SCC and those with HPV-negative SCC in the oral cavity (survival difference, 6.3%) and the larynx (survival difference, 8.5%). Furthermore, a multivariate analysis showed that HPV positivity in SCC of the oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx, and larynx was an independent prognostic factor even in the context of several other influential variables, such as patient age, comorbidity score, tumor stage, and treatment type. These findings are similar to previous research conducted by Ko et al,2 who also used the NCDB, but conflict with the findings by Fakhry et al,3 who studied patients from 2 separate comprehensive cancer centers. In the study by Fakhry et al,3 the prognostic value of HPV status was not observed in patients with nonoropharyngeal cancers.

These findings encourage the practice of systematic HPV testing for patients with SCC in the oral cavity, larynx, and hypopharynx as well as in the oropharynx. If we do not test patients with cancers in other head and neck subsites, we may miss important HPV-associated therapeutic and prognostic information. Perhaps with more detailed, corroborative evidence, we could consider select deintensified treatment efforts for these nonoropharyngeal SCC subsites on the basis of HPV positivity. At present, many such efforts are under investigation for oropharyngeal SCC. However, it is still too early to tell whether such efforts exist for the other sites. Because this study found only modest survival differences (less than 10%) between patients with HPV-positive and those with HPV-negative cancers in the oral cavity and larynx, deintensified therapies for these subsites may be premature. Future research should focus on whether HPV is particularly relevant in only certain subdivisions of the oral cavity (eg, tongue), larynx (eg, supraglottis), and hypopharynx (eg, piriform sinus) but not in others.

The quality of the information reported in any study depends on the rigor of the data collection from which the interpretations are gleaned. The NCDB, in existence since 1985, compiles cancer-related information on more than 70% of pa-